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(57) ABSTRACT 

An interactive marketing communication and transaction Ser 
vices platform for managing personalized customer relation 
ships. The platform facilitates communication and transac 
tions between consumers, retailers and manufacturers, by 
helping Suppliers customize product/service offerings, pre 
sentations and advertising messages to reflect individual con 
Sumers’ needs, while providing portals with premium adver 
tising messages for personal interactive info/news/ 
entertainment services. The core of the platform consists of i) 
a central database system with product/retail information 
and holistic purchase-behavior specific consumer profiles, 
generated by registering on-line product/retail information 
retrieved by consumers, as well as purchases made both on 
line and in-store, using a loyalty card; ii) software applica 
tions, that create market intelligence on manufacturer/re 
tailer offers, consumer purchase needs, market performance 
of products/retailers and impact of brand/retailer presenta 
tions and ads on consumer purchase behavior; and iii) stan 
dard performance indicators, that make it possible to bench 
mark individual consumer communication programs against 
each other. 
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MARKETING COMMUNICATION AND 
TRANSACTIONADISTRIBUTION SERVICES 

PLATFORM FOR BUILDING AND 
MANAGING PERSONALIZED CUSTOMER 

RELATIONSHIPS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation of application Ser. 
No. 1 1/633,631, filed Dec. 4, 2006, now U.S. Pat. No. 7,917, 
388, which is a continuation of application Ser. No. 10/233, 
677, filed Sep. 4, 2002, now U.S. Pat. No. 7,158,943, which 
claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 
60/316,268, filed Sep. 4, 2001, the entireties of which are 
incorporated herein by reference. 

Field of the Invention 

0002 An interactive marketing communication and trans 
action/distribution services platform for building and manag 
ing personalized customer relationships. The invention pro 
vides consumers with privacy, product/retailer (re)search, 
shopping and ad based personalized info, news and entertain 
ment services, its manufacturing and retailing clients with 
interactive marketing communication, IT, research Support 
and effectiveness benchmarking services and interactive 
media and telecom companies with premium advertising, 
needed to develop profitable ad-based personalized interac 
tive info, news and entertainment services. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003. In recent years, the internet has been recognized as 
a powerful new medium that potentially can make consumer 
communication processes more effective. The internet pre 
sents an opportunity to build online personalized relation 
ships with consumers. Advertisers have recognized the poten 
tial of online advertising, but early experiences with banner 
ad formats have been disappointing. 
0004 Advertisers, however, continue to recognize the 
internet's potential to streamline their advertising communi 
cation processes. It is a medium, that allows to track indi 
vidual consumer's purchase and shopping behavior and to 
tailor advertising messages to the individual purchase and 
shopping needs of consumers, something that is not possible 
with traditional mass media, where advertising messages are 
generic, cannot be customized and where purchase behavior 
cannot be tracked. Further, the internet allows to measure the 
effect of advertising on consumer purchase behavior. Adver 
tisers, finally, recognize the potential of realizing improved 
advertising delivery efficiencies that result from moving 
away from unfocused mass advertising to a more personal 
ized and automated electronic delivery approach, where 
advertising exposure is confined to sending personalized 
messages only to those consumers who are potentially inter 
ested in the advertiser's product. 
0005. However, for a personalized advertising approach to 
be successful, advertisers need a standardized consumer pro 
filing system that is portal and retailer independent. It is also 
necessary to develop a standardized consumer feedback mea 
surement system which measures the effectiveness of the 
advertising portal and retailer independent. Without it, adver 
tisers have to deal with the complexity of a multitude of 
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different profiling and consumer feedback systems. This has 
proven to be a barrier to achieving the above described vision 
of personalized advertising. 
0006. In general, consumers prefer to browse aggregated 
retailer or portal websites over individual manufacturer web 
sites when looking for product specific information. There 
fore, it would be desirable for manufacturers if via a central 
system they could directly control their product related infor 
mation displayed on retailer or portal. Specifically, it would 
be beneficial if manufacturers could control all the brand 
product presentations at the different retailer and portal web 
sites, where the product is listed, from one desktop which is 
located, for example, at the manufacturer's head office. It 
would also be desirable for manufacturers if via a central 
system they were to be able to personalize the brand product 
presentations depending on the language and needs of an 
individual consumer. 

0007 Because manufacturers desire to avoid channel con 
flicts with their distribution partners, they cannot create dis 
tribution channels that compete with them or develop initia 
tives that risk taking over the retailer's consumer 
relationships. However, both manufacturers and retailers 
realize that they have in common that they have the same 
consumer client. They are gradually recognizing that a col 
laborative retail/manufacturing selling approach would be 
financially beneficial to both the retailers and the manufac 
turers. They are creating joint category management initia 
tives, collaborative IT platforms that automate Planning, 
Forecasting and Replenishment processes and electronic 
data exchange systems between retailers and manufacturers. 
Both parties are also more frequently exchanging their con 
Sumer data. 

0008. In addition to the above, retailers are increasingly 
recognizing the potential of the Internet as a new distribution 
channel that can improve the efficiency of their store opera 
tions and provide consumers with the convenience of home 
shopping and delivery. Thus, many such retailers have begun 
acquiring e-commerce competencies by either purchasing 
upstarts or building up expensive e-commerce organizations 
and systems themselves. The necessary information technol 
ogy (IT) and marketing resources are a great financial burden 
for those retailers, who are traditionally accustomed to small 
margins and relatively low IT and marketing expenses. 
0009. Due to the lack of standard communication proto 
cols between retailers and manufacturers, the process of 
building a retailer website is still very inefficient. Each 
retailer must independently build up category presentations. 
Further, each retailer must also build product presentations 
relating to the manufacturer's products which are listed in the 
retailer's on-line store. Traditionally, each retailer has been 
responsible for their in-store category presentations. How 
ever, the actual product brand presentation was a function, 
that was traditionally handled by the manufacturer via pack 
aging and mass advertising. It is apparent that taking over this 
product brand presentation function from the manufacturer is 
very labour intensive for retailers. It is also evident that manu 
facturers are hesitant to relinquish control of the online pre 
sentation of their brands to the retailers. Thus, retailers need 
to assess whether their internet business will be able to absorb 
these additional in-house overhead costs or whether it is more 
practical to organize collaborative selling processes to out 
Source these non-core functions to manufacturers and or to IT 
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(information technology) and marketing services specialists, 
that will be able to perform these tasks better and at lower 
COStS. 

0010. There are currently software packages which are 
less expensive and perform better then the in-house devel 
oped store front and website systems described above. How 
ever, the marketing knowledge needed to use the personal 
ization features of these software packages is still missing in 
these retailing companies. Thus, the communication potential 
of these systems is not being fully exploited. Adapting manu 
facturer brand presentations and retailer category presenta 
tions to individual consumer needs is a complex task. One 
way of simplifying the retailer task would be for the retailerto 
assume the retailer category presentation personalization 
function and to leave the product brand personalization func 
tion to the manufacturer. Such a collaborative approach 
would allow retailers to construct their categories from prod 
uct brand presentations stored in a central database. This 
would make the process of creating retailer presentations 
more efficient. Further, this approach would ensure that the 
retailer category presentations would contain the latest prod 
uct brand descriptions as well as product brand descriptions, 
that are automatically adapted to the needs of individual 
COSU.S. 

0011 For retailers, it would be ideal if, from one desktop 
at a head office for example, they could build the retail cat 
egory presentations from the product brand descriptions 
stored in a central database and have the system personalize 
these product brand presentations depending on the language 
and needs of the consumer. A collaborative approach on a 
central platform would lower IT investments as it would avoid 
the need for each individual retailer to establish separate IT 
systems that link with its various manufacturers. A collabo 
rative system with a central product presentation database and 
a standardized consumer profiling and purchase behavior 
tracking system would further avoid the need to define sepa 
rate consumer profiles and feedback information protocols 
required for the exchange of consumer data between retailers 
and manufacturers, as well as make it possible to measure and 
to benchmark the effectiveness of brand and retailing presen 
tations against each other. Absent a central product presenta 
tion database and a standardized profiling and consumer feed 
back system, separate consumer profile and feedback 
information protocols would have to be defined for each 
manufacturer-retailer relation, greatly reducing the benefit 
impact of the collaborative approach as well as its chances of 
SCCCSS, 

0012 Traditionally, web portal designers have been suc 
cessful in creating convenient and interesting content and 
information services, but most of them have failed to turn 
their efforts into a profit. As a result, most portals operate at a 
loss. Many portals have attempted to rework their business 
model, which has largely been dependent on banner adver 
tising revenues. One solution which was proposed included 
using consumer-paid Subscription models for interactive per 
Sonal information, news, music and entertainment services. 
However, it is difficult to convince consumers that they 
should start paying for a service, which until now has been 
free. Other efforts by portals included requesting that manu 
facturers and/or retailers pay the portals for displaying their 
product brand and/or retail category presentations. Some 
have incorporated comparison shopping services that com 
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pare products based on price. These services do not have the 
Support of manufacturers and/or retailers, who refuse to pay 
the portals for these services. 
0013 For interactive personal information, news, music 
and entertainment services to become profitable and to be 
able to compete against the classical mass media, like tV, 
radio, and print, it would be desirable to exploit the internet's 
personalized advertising delivery capabilities, which tradi 
tional mass media and its advertising cannot offer. To justify 
premium rates advertisement messages must be personalized. 
However, without a standard profiling and segmentation sys 
tem for profiling consumers and measuring advertising 
impact on consumer purchase behavior, these new interactive 
media will not gain the acceptance of advertisers. 
0014 Telephone and cable companies have invested 
heavily in broadband and in third generation (3G) wireless 
infrastructure development. The telephone and cable compa 
nies hope to recuperate their investments through broadband 
information, news, music and entertainment services. Sub 
Scription-based models are one possible way for these com 
panies to recuperate their investments. However, the con 
Sumer cost for these services is extremely high. Ad-based 
models, which are based on premium personalized ad mes 
sages, are another option for telephone and cable companies. 
This option reduces the cost to the consumer. For interactive 
information, news, music and entertainment services to be 
able to compete against the classical mass media, like tV, 
radio, and print, for example, it will would be desirable to 
develop and exploit personalized ad delivery capabilities, 
which is something that mass media cannot offer. To exploit 
these capabilities, advertisement messages must be personal 
ized. However, again, without a standard profiling and seg 
mentation system for profiling consumers, these new interac 
tive services will not gain the acceptance of advertisers. 
00.15 Premium ad-based models are only possible with a 
standard portal and retailer independent system for profiling 
the consumers that use these services as well as a standard 
portal and retailer independent system for measuring the 
impact of its advertising on consumer purchase behavior. 
Without it, individual personal information, news, and enter 
tainment service would have incongruous segmentation, pro 
filing, and measurement systems. As a result it is unlikely 
advertisers will be able to efficiently target their messages nor 
track the effectiveness of their advertising investments, 
0016. In addition to a need for standardized consumer, 
manufacturers, retailers, and portals need to consider the 
consumer's concern about their privacy. Consumers are 
aware that their behavior on the internet is registered and this 
is generally seen as unpleasant. In addition, consumers are 
also bothered by consumer address companies which send 
irrelevant messages commonly known as 'spam' messages. 
These consumer address companies collect consumer profiles 
but do not reward consumers for providing this information. 
If consumers shopped at an aggregated shopping service that 
protects and respects their privacy, the above-mentioned pri 
vacy concerns would be greatly eliminated. Consumers could 
store their shopping needs and preferences on one central 
location and could maintain control over this information. 
Because this service could ensure that it would not sell and/or 
relay individual consumer profiles to third parties, the con 
Sumer could avoid receiving unwanted advertisements or 
messages. In exchange for this privacy guarantee, as well as 
other possible benefits, the consumer would permit their 
shopping habits and preferences data to be processed into 
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valuable information which allows retailers and/or manufac 
turers to improve their product and/or category offers and to 
personalize their advertisements so that they are more rel 
evant to the consumer. 
0017. Further, it is very inconvenient for consumers to 
repeatedly enter their shopping needs at different websites. 
An aggregated holistic profiling system, that creates a single 
consumer profile that captures a consumer's complete pur 
chase and shopping behavior is preferable over a multiple of 
individual retailer systems that each capture only a part of the 
consumer's purchase behavior. This single profile would ben 
efit the consumer and advertisers, as it would enhance con 
Sumer's shopping convenience as well as advertising impact 
by making advertising messages more relevant to consumers. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0018. The system of the invention addresses the above 
described problems by providing a collaborative interactive 
system. According to an embodiment of the invention, a mul 
tilingual collaborative interactive marketing communication 
and transaction/distribution services platform is provided for 
building and managing personalized customer relationships. 
The platform of the invention preferably provides consumers 
with privacy as well as product and retailer related research 
and shopping services. In addition, the platform provides 
consumers with ad-based personalized info, news and enter 
tainment services, provides manufacturers and/or retailers 
with interactive marketing communication and research Sup 
port and interactive media and telecom companies with pre 
mium advertising, needed to make their personalized services 
profitable. 
0019. The platform of the invention includes a central 
database of product and retail information and holistic con 
Sumer profiles, generated by a consumer profile generator 
based on the historical purchasing preferences and habits of 
each consumer. The holistic consumer profiles are preferably 
constructed by registering or recording the information con 
Sumers retrieve from the central product and retail informa 
tion database, as determined by parsing log files of the con 
Sumer's online behavior as well as by capturing purchases 
made both on-line and in-store, using a loyalty card. The 
central product and retail information database is preferably 
independently fed and managed by each participating manu 
facturer and retailer. The central product and retail informa 
tion databases may be accessed by consumers independent of 
the portal site that they are using for their shopping activities. 
The information retrieved from these databases is sent to the 
consumer in a portal specific presentation format with special 
slots for including customized advertising messages as well 
as the brand name of the portal that is providing the service to 
the consumer. 
0020. The holistic consumer profiles are created by cap 
turing consumer purchase behavior and preferences for the 
largest possible range of product brands, categories, and 
retailers. The holistic purchase-behavior specific consumer 
profiles allow manufacturers and/or retailers to customize 
their product and category presentations to reflect an indi 
vidual consumer's needs, independent of the portal that the 
consumer is using and independent of the retailer where the 
consumer is purchasing. The consumer profiles also allow 
manufacturers and/or retailers to reach their consumers, by 
placing consumer customized purchase-behavior specific 
advertising messages on the consumer's personalized inter 
active shopping and ad sponsored info, news and entertain 
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ment services. Advertisers may customize their advertising 
messages on these services to reflect individual consumer's 
purchase and shopping needs, independent of the portal that 
the consumer has been using and independent of the retailers 
where the consumer has been making purchases. 
0021. By sponsoring content delivery with premium, cus 
tomized advertising messages, it is possible to decrease the 
consumer's price for Such services. Consumer's receive Such 
services in return for consumers accepting the advertising 
exposure as well as agreeing to the registration of their shop 
ping and purchase behavior, in a way that provides consumers 
with full control over their profile data and that permits this 
data to be processed into aggregated retailer and portal inde 
pendent consumer feedback information, that can be auto 
matically processed and channelled back to manufacturers 
and/or retailers. The processing of data allows manufacturers 
and/or retailers to receive portal and retailer independent 
information about consumer's needs as well as information 
that permits manufacturers and/or retailers to benchmark 
their different product and/or category presentations and cus 
tomized ad messages against each other, thus enabling them 
to evaluate the effectiveness of their communication pro 
grams, assortments and products. 
0022. The system of the invention allows portals to be 
compensated for their personalized content services and their 
customer databases. Portals may receive premium advertis 
ing revenues based on the amount of personalized ads that are 
being displayed on the portal's personalized information, 
news and entertainment services and in the advertising slots 
on the portal's personal shopping pages, that display the 
product and/or category presentations that the portal's con 
Sumers retrieve. 
0023. In a preferred embodiment, the system of the present 
invention includes a central database system in electronic 
communication with a manufacturer, a retailer, and a portal. 
The central database system may include a product presenta 
tion database, a consumer profile database, a category pre 
sentation database, a product and category presentation 
server, an ad message database, an ad rate calculator, an ad 
server, a consumer profile processor, an order processor, and 
an effectiveness assessor processor. The ad server is prefer 
ably configured to transmit personalized purchase-behavior 
specific and/or context-sensitive advertisements in response 
to a request from the portal, consumer, or user of the system. 
0024. The product presentation database is populated with 
product information transmitted from the manufacturer, or 
retailer, to the central database system. Also, the category 
presentation database is populated with product information 
transmitted from the manufacturer or retailer to the central 
database system. 
0025. When determining when and what type of ad to 
serve, the ad server generates a personalized purchase-behav 
ior specific or context-sensitive advertisement based on infor 
mation stored in the consumer profile in the consumer profile 
database. Most often, the user or consumer using this system 
will be connected via a user terminal in electronic communi 
cation with the portal, or a distributed network such as the 
internet, enabling the personalized purchase-behavior spe 
cific or context-sensitive advertisement to be transmitted to 
the consumer. 
0026. The process by which the present invention is useful 
for increasing the effectiveness of advertising effectiveness 
includes 1) collecting data for a consumer indicating online 
shopping information retrieval and online and offline pur 
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chasing history and preferences; 2) generating a consumer 
profile from the above data; 3) storing a plurality of adver 
tisements in an ad database; 4) selecting an advertisement 
from the ad database based on the consumer profile; 5) serv 
ing the advertisement to the consumer via a distributed net 
work; 6) monitoring the shopping and purchase behavior of 
the consumer after exposure to the advertisement; and 7) 
calculating the effectiveness of the advertisement based on 
consumer purchase behavior. Preferably, the process also 
includes updating the consumer profile after the consumer 
has been exposed to the advertisement. 
0027. In an alternative embodiment, the process by which 
the present system is useful for increasing the effectiveness of 
product and category presentations includes 1) uploading a 
product presentation or category presentation to a product/ 
category presentation database; 2) storing a plurality of 
advertisements in an ad database; 3) selecting a product or 
category presentation from the product/category presentation 
database based on the consumer profile; 4) serving a product 
presentation or category presentation in a portal specific for 
matto a plurality of online consumers; 5) selecting an adver 
tisement from the ad database based on the consumer profile; 
6) serving the advertisement to the consumer via a distributed 
network; 7) monitoring the shopping and purchase behavior 
of the consumer after exposure to the product presentation, 
category presentation and advertisement; and 8) calculating 
the effectiveness of the product presentation, category pre 
sentation and advertisement based on consumer purchase 
behavior. It is also desirable to update the consumer profile 
after the consumer has been exposed to the product presen 
tation or category presentation. 
0028. In another embodiment of the system of this inven 

tion, there is a central standardized database, comprising 
product brand presentations and retail category presentations, 
wherein the product brand presentations and retail category 
presentations are uploaded and updated by a participating 
manufacturer or retailer, and a log file database including 
requests by consumers to access the product brand presenta 
tions and retail category presentations and the advertisement 
contacts to which the consumer has been exposed. The data 
base may further comprise a holistic consumer profile, 
wherein the holistic consumer profile includes the consum 
er's historical shopping and purchase behavior and prefer 
CCCS. 

0029. The present invention is also useful as a system for 
serving consumer purchase-behavior specific online product 
and retailer content. The process by which this system is 
carried out is as follows: 1) creating a holistic user purchase 
behavior specific profile for a consumer; 2) determining, 
based on the holistic purchase behavior specific consumer 
profile, product and retailer content which most closely 
matches the preferences or needs of the consumer, and 3) 
serving the product and retailer content to the consumer in 
portal specific presentation format. Preferably, the product 
and retailer content is selected from advertisements, product 
presentations, and category presentations. 
0030. While in operation, the process by which the present 
system is carried out may also include any of the following, or 
combinations thereof: logging the consumer's shopping and 
purchase behavior response to the product and retailer con 
tent, updating the consumer's holistic purchase behavior pro 
file, based on the consumer's response to the content, assess 
ing the effectiveness of the content, based on the shopping 
and purchase behavior response of a plurality of consumers to 
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the product and retailer content, transparently calculating 
advertising rates, based on the effectiveness of the product 
and retailer content to influence consumer purchasing behav 
ior, and generating in-store traffic by providing the consumer 
with advertising and or promotional incentives to purchase a 
product via an online advertisement, product presentation, or 
category presentation; accepting online payment for the prod 
uct; and delivering the product to the consumer at an offline 
retail store; forwarding advertising and or promotional incen 
tives to consumers based on their holistic consumer profile, 
when the holistic consumer profile indicates that the con 
Sumer is more likely to purchase a product having a dis 
counted price. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0031 FIG. 1 illustrates the central web services system of 
the present invention. 
0032 FIG. 2 illustrates the interaction between manufac 
turers and the central system 
0033 FIGS. 3(a)-3(b) illustrate the retailer's interaction 
with the central system. 
0034 FIG. 4 shows the portal configuration of the central 
system 
0035 FIG. 5 illustrates the consumer marketing of the 
portals personal interactive shopping and info/news/enter 
tainment services. 
0036 FIGS. 6(a)-(c) illustrate various the subscription 
management process interaction between a consumer, a por 
tal and the central system. 
0037 FIGS. 7(a)-(e) illustrate the consumer shopping 
processes of the central web services system. 
0038 FIGS. 8(a)-(d) illustrate processing purchase orders 
that are delivered home to the consumer. 
0039 FIG. 9 illustrates the processing of in-store pur 
chases using the loyalty/benefit card. 
0040 FIGS. 10(a)-(e) illustrate processing purchase 
orders that are picked-up in-store by the consumer. 
0041 FIGS. 11(a)-(c) illustrate the systems functionality 
to serve advertisements on the interactive personal info, news 
and entertainment services of consumers. 

0042 FIGS. 12(a)-(c) illustrate the system consumer tar 
get audience categorization and effectiveness evaluation run 
as well as the consumerattitude collection and processing and 
the feedback information reporting to advertisers and retail 
CS 

0043 FIG. 13 is a Table illustrating how an advertiser can 
filter out ineffective ads. 
0044 FIG. 14 is a Table illustrating ROI impact of cus 
tomization of advertising messages. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0045. The present invention provides consumers, manu 
facturers, retailers and interactive media/telecom companies 
with interactive marketing communication/IT infrastructure 
services, and market intelligence, permitting the creation of 
personal consumer-customized shopping information and 
personalized purchase-behavior specific or context-sensitive 
advertising (see appendix I), resulting in effective, personal 
ized interactive consumer communication and advertising 
campaigns, effective and cost efficient interactive retailer cat 
egories and electronic storefronts, and profitable, convenient 
interactive shopping and media services. 
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0046. The present system relates to a web services system 
for consumer marketing communication, and shopping pro 
cesses between consumers, manufacturers, retailers and 
media companies. The system provides tools for the inte 
grated interaction of manufacturers, retailers, media compa 
nies and consumers, creating powerful efficiencies and net 
work effects that streamline personalized interactive 
communication and transaction processes between consum 
ers and retailers/manufacturers, while creating Sustainable 
advertising revenue for media and telecom companies that 
enable them to offer free ad-based interactive entertainment 
and convenient shopping services to consumers. 
0047. The present invention includes, but is not limited to, 
the following system modules: 
0048. The Personal Customization and Privacy Control 
Module 

0049. This aspect of the invention personalizes the user's/ 
consumer shopping, media, and advertising experience by 
means of a tool that captures individual consumer needs while 
providing privacy protection. The personal customization and 
privacy control module performs the following functions: 
0050 Tracking personal shopping behavior/preferences 
and ad exposure with consumer consent. 

0051. Making the interactive user experience more conve 
nient and relevant for consumers. 

0052 Provides the consumer user with access to a per 
sonal portal branded shopping services. 

0053 Providing portal branded personalized ad, news, 
and entertainment services. 

0054 Protecting user privacy by providing consumers 
with direct control over their personal profile data. 

0055 Provides the consumer user with a benefit card, giv 
ing them access to special benefits and promotions, such as 
earning bonus points on all their online and offline pur 
chases at retailing members, and preferential access to 
special promotions of leading retailers and manufacturers. 

0056 Product Information & Ad Control Module 
0057 This aspect of the invention provides indirect sell 
ers, such as manufacturers, with a tool for managing interac 
tive consumer communications, allowing for the distribution 
of interactive product information and, also, for measuring its 
effectiveness. The product information and ad control module 
provides: 
0058 Portal/retailer independent direct control and cus 
tomization of product information. 

0059 Customization of Product Information to the shop 
ping needs of special target audiences. 

0060 Portal/retailer independent product information 
effectiveness measurement. 

0061 A tool for delivering interactive personalized adver 
tising and measuring its effectiveness. 

0062 Access to consumer profiles, to identify consumers 
shopping/purchase habits and needs. 

0063 Ad targeting and delivery to narrow audiences, 
defined by consumer shopping behavior and needs. 

0064 Serving advertisements (Ads') while consumers 
are shopping or browsing news, entertainment, etc. 

0065. A tool for measuring consumer feedback/purchases 
to assess advertising effectiveness. 
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0.066 Category Information & Ad Control Module 
0067. This aspect of the invention permits direct sellers of 
goods or services, such as retailers, to manage interactive 
storefronts, categories and consumer communication. Fea 
tures provided by the category information and ad control 
module include: 

0068 Providing an infrastructure for managing fully inter 
active retailer storefronts, categories and consumer com 
munication and payment, that may be integrated with 
retailer back-offices systems. 

0069. Managing and customizing online retailer product 
categories. 

0070 Communicating and presenting retailer categories 
and advertisements to consumers. 

0071. Directing online consumer traffic to offline stores, 
retail establishments, etc. 

0072 Promoting online sales through offering consumers 
home delivery from a central warehouse, and dispatching 
from a central warehouse to a conveniently located Store 
for pick-up by a purchaser. 

0073 Measuring and benchmarking the effectiveness of 
online category presentation and advertising. 

(0074) Product/Retail Category Information/Ad Server 
Module 

0075. This aspect of the invention provides interactive 
portal operators with infrastructure for providing consumers 
with a differentiated portal specific interactive shopping ser 
vices experience and advertisers with a portal independentad 
planning, delivery and effectiveness measurement instru 
ment. The product/retail category information/ad server mod 
ule includes means for: 

0076 Providing the infrastructure that portals need to 
offer consumers a differentiated portal specific personal 
shopping experience and advertisers a portal independent 
ad planning, delivery and effectiveness measurement 
instrument. 

0077 Providing portal branded personal shopping service 
for consumers. 

0078 Providing personal shopping service with a portal 
specific user experience. 

0079 Portal independent ad planning, delivery and effec 
tiveness measurement, to generate ad revenue for deploy 
ing interactive services, e.g., portal-specific personal con 
Sumer shopping services and ad-sponsored interactive 
information and entertainment. In one embodiment of the 
invention, ad revenue is linked to the number of product/ 
category presentations downloaded by consumers and the 
# of ads served with interactive shopping and info, news 
and entertainment services of each portal. 

Market Intelligence 

0080 Besides information about manufacturer and 
retailer offers and sales promotions, the invention provides 
means for creating market intelligence from ad, product, and 
category database log files: 

Portal/Retailer Independent Consumer Shopping/Purchase 
Habits and Preference Intelligence 

I0081. The system creates centrally stored portal/retail 
independent consumer shopping/purchase needs and prefer 
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ence information. Consumer profile data may, for example, 
characterize consumers as: 

I0082 Heavy-Medium-Light Spenders 
I0083 Necessity driven buyers vs. Joy/pleasure seeking 

shoppers 
I0084 Frequent vs. occasional Shoppers 
I0085 Prospects, buyers, etc., based on their propensity 

to effect a transaction. 
0086. Users-Non Users 
I0087 Loyals-Switchers-Occasionals 
I0088 Strongly Aware-Not Aware Shoppers 
I0089. Highly Interested-Not interested Shoppers 
0090 Premium Quality vs. Basic Quality Shoppers 
(0091 Wide vs. Narrow Brand Scope Shoppers 
0092 Wide vs. Narrow Retailer Scope Shoppers 
(0093. Promotion vs. No-Promotion Shoppers 
(0094 Bulk vs. Small Quantity Shoppers 
0.095 Early Adopters vs. Laggards 

0096. The above characterization may be done on a cat 
egory, product brand and retailer basis. 
0097. The consumer profile is the result of measuring the 
value of the shopping habits and need parameters for each 
consumer retailer/portal independent and then benchmarking 
these consumers against each other and categorizing them 
into groups with similar shopping habits/needs. The system 
allows to identify and target consumers based on their overall 
shopping habits and purchase needs. In this manner, the 
present invention is able to create a holistic, 360-degree per 
spective of the consumer's shopping and purchase habits, to 
aid in directing the most effective advertising, product and 
category presentations, and other consumer-specific services. 
0098. The system's market intelligence gathering and 
reporting features allow advertisers to customize on-line 
communication/ads and to more effectively target advertis 
ing, thereby increasing communication effectiveness and 
improving the financial return on their advertising invest 
ment, due to the increased likelihood of a consumer receiving 
advertisements that they find interesting, timely, or commen 
Surate with their previous purchasing patterns. 

Standard Overall Product Brand/Retailer Category Effective 
ness Market Intelligence 
0099. The system provides advertisers with standard 
effectiveness information on product brands/retailer catego 
ries that allows benchmarking of their performance against 
each other on the following market indicators: 

01.00 Share 
01.01 Penetration 
0102 Frequency 
(0103 Loyalty 
0104 (Re)Purchase/Churn 
01.05 Interest 
0106 Buyer/Shopper Profile 
0.107 Communication Effectiveness 
0108) Advertising Impact and Exposure 
01.09 Product Brand Distribution 
0110 Retailer Category Assortment 
0111 Pricing 
(O112 Display Productivity 
0113 Promotion Impact and Exposure 

0114. The effectiveness measurement is the result of reg 
istering the product/category retrieval, ad exposure and pur 
chase history of each consumer, and processing this data into 
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standard performance indicators, that allow performance 
benchmarking that is retailer/portal independent: 

0115 Product Brand Performance is benchmarked vs. 
competitive brands. 

0116 Retailer Performance is benchmarked vs. the 
average retailing format peer performance. (i.e. hyper 
markets, department stores, catalog, Supermarkets, drug 
stores, electronics, clothing, sports, toys, Book/CD/ 
Video, DIY. Furniture, Office). 

0117 The system's Market Intelligence empowers 
manufacturers and retailers to continuously improve the mar 
ket effectiveness of their on-line products and categories by 
measuring key performance indicators and benchmarking 
their offers against each other. 

Standard Product/Category Presentation/Ad/Promotion 
Effectiveness Market Intelligence 

0118. The system provides advertisers with standard con 
Sumer feedback information about the effect of brand/retailer 
category presentations, ads and promotions, on brand/retailer 
purchases and on the brand/retailer market performance indi 
cators listed below: 

0119) Share 
0120 Consumer Purchases/Sales 
0121 Penetration 
0122 Frequency 
(0123 Loyalty 
(0.124 (Re)Purchase/Churn 
0.125 Interest 
(0.126 Buyer/Shopper Profile 
0127 Communication Effectiveness 

I0128. The effectiveness measurement is the result of reg 
istering the product/category retrieval, ad exposure and pur 
chase history of each consumer and processing this data into 
standard impact indicators that allow for performance bench 
marking that is retailer and portal independent. In one 
embodiment of the invention, the effectiveness of each brand/ 
retailer category presentation is determined by measuring the 
impact of each presentation among those who have been 
exposed to it, measuring the impact of a presentation refer 
ence among a sample of (for example 100) reference consum 
ers of the same audience, calculating the impact delta Versus 
the reference (Score Pres.X/Score Pres. Ref: 100), and com 
paring the impact delta of the presentation vs. that of refer 
ence presentation. 
0129. Further, the effectiveness of each brand/retailer 
ad/promotion may, for example, be determined by measuring 
the impact of each ad/promo among those who have been 
exposed to it, measuring the impact of no ad/promo among a 
sample of (for example 100) reference consumers of the same 
audience, calculating the impact delta Versus the Reference 
(Score Ad/Promo.X/Score. Ref.0*100), and comparing the 
impact delta of the ad/promo vs. that of other/reference ads/ 
promo's. 
0.130. The overall effectiveness of a presentation, adver 
tisement or promotion is determined by calculating the aver 
age (avg.) and standard deviation(s) of the impact delta (d) of 
all presentations, advertisements and promotions and catego 
rizing them into an impact delta (d) distribution range: 
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(> 75% range) (50% - 75% range) (25%–50% range) 

Strong Above Average Below Average 
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( >25% range) 

Weak 

0131 The system's market intelligence enables advertis 
ers to measure and benchmark the effectiveness of individual 
on-line communication/ad/promotion campaigns on con 
Sumer purchase behavior thereby making it possible to con 
tinuously increase their effectiveness and to focus invest 
ments behind the campaigns that generate the highest yield. 
0132) Specific definitions of consumer profiles, target 
audiences, performance indicators and algorithms are 
attached in Appendix II. By way of example, these definitions 
and algorithms demonstrate the type of market intelligence 
information that the system generates, as well as the manner 
in which it may be generated. 
0133. The heart of the operation of the present central 
manufacturer/retailer/portal independent system, is a central 
database system for product presentations, category presen 
tations, advertisements and consumer profiles as well as cen 
tral processing functionality that transforms on-line con 
Sumer shopping and purchase data, as well as offline purchase 
data, into: i) consumer profiles used for targeting and person 
alizing advertising information and customizing product and 
category presentations to the needs of individual consumers; 
ii) performance indicators used to measure the overall on-line 
market impact of product and category offers, allowing adver 
tisers, manufacturers, or retailers to benchmark market per 
formance, and iii) performance indicators that measure the 
effect of category and product presentations, ads and promo 
tions on consumer sales and that allow to benchmark their 
effectiveness against each other. 
0134. The input data for the above transformation process 
that creates the earlier described market intelligence may 
include: i) the ad, brand presentation, or retailer category 
presentation database log files of the system; ii) the purchase 
log files from the system's order processor, and iii) purchase 
log files from the cashier system(s) of a retailer(s). 
0135 The present invention is generally carried out, based 
on the above described transformation process, on a central 
platform with standardized manufacturer, retailer and portal 
independent definitions of consumer profiles, target audi 
ences and performance indicators as well as Standardized 
automated processes for measuring the effect of individual 
on-line marketing initiatives on consumer purchase behavior 
and for benchmarking them against each other. 
0136. The positive impact of effectiveness measurement 
on advertising ROI is illustrated in example 1. 
0.137 The central platform system, as shown in FIG. 1, 
includes individual databases that store product presentation 
information, ad messages, category presentations, and con 
Sumer profiles. Further, the central database system includes 
means for processing data, i.e., software applications. Among 
the software applications present on the central database sys 
tem will be an ad server, an ad rate calculator, a product and 
category content server, a consumer profiler, an order proces 
Sor, and an effectiveness assessor. The present system is appli 
cable to the consumer receiving and displaying the data using 
a conventional web-browser via an internet connected PC or 

any type of electronic device (mobile phone, Mira displays, 
cable TV set-up box) connected to any type of mobile, dis 
tributed or local network using any type of transmission pro 
tocol. 
0.138. The Ad Server 
0.139. The aspect of the invention is included to deliver ads 
to target audiences, defined by shopping behavior/needs of 
individual consumers, i.e., the consumer profile. Ads are 
served as consumers are shopping/researching, browsing 
stores/products, or retrieving and reviewing news, informa 
tion, consuming music, video, games or other type of enter 
tainment services provided via a portal. 
0140. The Ad Message Database 
0.141. This feature of the present invention is used by each 
participating advertiser to upload advertising campaign data, 
Such as ad message, campaign timings, target audience, fre 
quency and reach objectives, or other information necessary 
to convey the purpose and effect of the advertisers goals. 
Further, the ad message database may be used by each par 
ticipating advertiser to get effectiveness measurement data 
that may include performance indicators measuring the ad's 
impact on consumer's shopping behavior, benchmarking data 
for comparing the ads performance against that of other ads, 
and/or measurement standards for assessing advertising 
effectiveness. Performance benchmarking is, therefore, pos 
sible in a portal independent manner. 
0.142 Product & Category Presentation Server 
0143. This server searches the central product and retail 
information databases for shopping information requested by 
a consumer and serves it in a customized and a portal specific 
presentation format. 
0.144 Product Presentation Database 
0145 Used by each participating manufacturer to control/ 
customize its presentations. Features which may be custom 
ized include, without limitation, specification of product pre 
sentation, target audience, and exposure timings. The product 
presentation database may be used by participating retailers 
to access and provide up-to-date product presentations, by 
participating portals to obtain the product presentation for 
consumers, by participating consumers to get up-to-date 
product presentations, and/or by each participating manufac 
turer to get effectiveness measurement data, such as indica 
tors on the presentation's impact on consumer's shopping 
behavior, benchmarking data for comparing the performance 
of presentations against each other, or measurement stan 
dards for assessing presentations portal and retailer indepen 
dent. 
014.6 Retailer Category Presentation Database 
0147 This database is used by participating retailers to 
create/manage retailer category presentations. A retailer cat 
egory presentation may include a specification of retailer 
category item composition and presentation format. The 
retailer category presentation database permits the retailer to 
access and provide up-to-date product presentations and to 
regularly update of pricing data and inventory data. This 
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feature may be used by each participating retailer to control/ 
customize its presentations, upload category presentations, 
preferred target audience, and exposure timings. Moreover, 
this database may be used by each participating portal to 
obtain retailer information for consumers, by consumers to 
get up-to-date retailer information, by participating retailers 
to get effectiveness measurement data, Such as indicators of a 
category's impact on consumer's shopping behavior, bench 
marking data for comparing the performance of categories 
against each other, and/or measurement standards for assess 
ing category performance in a portal and retailer independent 
a. 

0148 Consumer Profiler 
014.9 The consumer profile creates comprehensive, i.e., 
“holistic purchase-behavior specific', profiles of consumers 
by tracking individual consumer advertising exposure history 
and shopping, purchase behavior and preferences across mul 
tiple retailer categories, product brands and portals. In a pre 
ferred embodiment of the invention, explicit consumer con 
sent is required for Such detailed monitoring of the 
consumer's browsing, purchasing, and other online behavior. 
0150 Consumer Profile Database 
0151. This database contains consumerad exposure, prod 
uct/category retrieval and purchase history, usually in the 
form of a consumer profile, used to customize product/cat 
egory presentations and target/serve ads. The database can be 
accessed by the consumer to change? delete a profile. 
0152 Order Processor 
0153. A processor for consumer orders, loyalty points, 
confirmations, payments and delivery messages. 
0154) Effectiveness Assessor 
0155 The effectiveness assessor provides advertisers with 
a significant advantage over prior art systems for serving 
online advertising, by providing a means for gauging the 
effectiveness of certain ad campaigns, product presentations, 
etc. The effectiveness assessor registers historical consumer 
product/category retrieval, purchase and ad exposure data and 
processes it into standard product/category presentation/ad 
Vertising effectiveness measurement data, making it possible 
to assess the impact of advertising, product/retailer presenta 
tions, promotions and other factors on the shopping behavior 
of consumers. Further, the effectiveness assessor permits 
benchmarking of the effectiveness of product/category pre 
sentations and ads against each other. 
0156 Ad Rate Calculator 
0157. The ad rate calculator dynamically and transpar 
ently (from both the advertisers and the media company per 
spective) calculates ad rates based on the target audience of 
the campaign and the advertising's impact on the purchase 
behavior of consumers. To objectively reflect any factual 
performance differences fairly in its ad rate pricing, the sys 
tem measures the effectiveness of each contact, benchmarks it 
against the effectiveness of a reference or mass advertising 
contact and automatically incorporates the performance dif 
ference in the ad pricing. 
0158. The product presentation database is filled with 
product presentation data that is uploaded by manufacturers 
of goods, providers of services and retailers in the case of 
retailer branded private-label products. Manufacturers, for 
example, may submit presentation information for each of its 
products to the product presentation database and may update 
that information over time, as their product line, product 
availability, or specific product specifications may change. 
Further, the manufacturer will populate the ad messages data 
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base with advertisements to be delivered to a specific con 
Sumer target audience, based on purchase-based profile cri 
teria and/or consumer audience that the advertiser wants to 
reach with his advertising message. 
0159. This process is illustrated in more detail in FIG. 2 
which shows that the manufacturer will define target audi 
ences and will develop product presentations and ad mes 
sages specifically designed to appeal to members of the target 
audience. The return on investment (“ROI) benefits of cus 
tomizing advertising messages to the shopping needs of dif 
ferent consumers is illustrated in example 2. The ad messages 
arc forwarded to the central database system and stored in the 
ad message database. The product presentations are for 
warded to the central database system and stored in the prod 
uct presentation database. The system allows advertisers to 
reach consumers with different types of advertising contacts. 
Consumers can be contacted Substantially anywhere or at 
anytime, i.e., in the consumer's home via a PC or cable 
TV/Mira system, in the office via a PC, or when traveling with 
a mobile device. Consumers can be reached as they are shop 
ping/researching stores/products via their portal personal 
shopping services and as they are consuming the personal 
interactive info/news/entertainment of their portal. An over 
view of the contextual advertising contact possibilities can be 
found in Appendix 1. 
0160 For each advertising campaign the Ad Rate Calcu 
lator of the present system dynamically and transparently 
calculates ad rates (a price per 1000 advertisement contacts 
that is completely transparent to both buyers and sellers of 
advertisements), based on the target audience of the cam 
paign and the advertising contact’s impact on the purchase 
behavior of consumers. To objectively reflect any factual 
performance differences fairly in its ad rate pricing, the 
system measures the effectiveness of each ad contact, bench 
marks it against the effectiveness of a reference or mass 
advertising, and automatically reflects the performance dif 
ference in its pricing. The process is based on algorithms 
described in detail in Appendix III. 
0.161 Further, this process transforms ad serving and pur 
chasing history (stored in log files) into standard performance 
indicators and benchmarks them against the mass advertising 
performance references that are measured following the same 
measurement methodology. Thead rate calculation algorithm 
starts with the cost of reaching the target audience via mass 
advertising, discounts this price with a Target Bonus of X%, 
corrects it with any advertising effectiveness performance 
difference between the system advertising and mass advertis 
ing and finally with a Pricing Differentiation Index that 
allows each interactive personal service provide to keep inde 
pendent control over their pricing policy. With the proper 
parameter settings, the system will improve ROI for adver 
tisers while creating premium advertising revenues required 
to develop profitable media services. This is shown by the 
illustrations in Appendix III. 
0162. Once the advertiser has received the ad rate pricing 
information, the advertiser will finalize the campaign book 
ing by providing campaign specific timing and frequency 
information, and by confirming the advertising order that 
specifies the advertising space purchased, as well as its price. 
0163 Similar to the process that occurs with manufactur 
ers, retailers can create definitions of target audiences and 
create ad messages and category presentations custom-tai 
lored to individual consumers, as shown in FIG. 3a. The 
retailer's ad messages and category presentations, that are 
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determined by their product item assortment, presentation 
format and pricing definitions, are stored in their respective 
databases in the central database system. Moreover, the cat 
egory presentations stored in the category presentation data 
base may reference information in other databases, such as 
the product presentation database, permitting the retailer to 
define categories that include certain types of products and 
allowing the central database system to filter the records 
stored in the product presentation database for products meet 
ing the criteria for the retailer's category definition. Retailers 
may manually define the products to be shown in accordance 
with their defined category definitions, or preferably the cen 
tral database system will automatically create categories for 
the retailer based upon category definition and product pre 
sentation data uploaded to the central database system by 
manufacturers. 
0164. The systems capability to send different ad mes 
sages to different target audiences is also the basis for the 
system's in-store traffic generator feature that streamlines 
current offline retailer store traffic generation programs that 
advertise weekly price features equally strong to price sensi 
tive switchers as to loyal consumers that buy at the retailer 
independent of the weekly price features. The present system 
can aggressively drive on-line awareness of weekly specials 
among price sensitive occasional consumers and to also 
improve profit margins by keeping the communication of the 
weekly specials low among loyal consumers that buy prod 
ucts independently of whether they are offered at a discounted 
price. The system may allow price sensitive occasional shop 
pers to buy these weekly specials on-line at special dis 
counted prices and to pick them up in-store while pricing all 
in-store items at their normal shelf prices. The ROI benefits 
for the retailer are illustrated in examples 3(a) and 3(b) on 
page X. 
0.165. As shown in FIG. 3b, another feature of the retailer 
aspect of the present system are its distribution center assign 
ment and product stock monitoring functions. These func 
tions permit the retailer to assign the closest distribution 
center to the consumer, in order to minimize shipping costs 
and delivery times. The present system also permits retailers 
to select the closest distribution center to the consumer with 
the selected productin-stock. The present system may further 
permit the retailer to send out-of-stock messages from its 
inventory management systems to the present system and to 
make Sure that the out-of-stock information is automatically 
reflected in the retailers category presentations that the con 
Sumer consults when buying products. 
0166 Although only a single manufacturer/retailer is 
shown in the drawing FIGS. 2 and 3(a) and 3(b), it should be 
understood that the central database system of the present 
invention may accept data from a multiple manufacturers/ 
retailers in the same way as here described. 
0167. The present invention enhances the functionality of 
portals by providing shopping/ad services for deploying prof 
itable interactive services. It provides the infrastructure that 
portals need to offer consumers a differentiated portal-spe 
cific personal shopping experience and advertisers with a 
portal-independent ad planning, delivery, and effectiveness 
measurement instrument. 
0168 Portals employing the present invention get a portal 
branded personal shopping tool, with access to the latest 
up-to-date manufacturer and retailer product/category infor 
mation stored in the central database, that can provide a 
distinctive, portal-specific user experience which differenti 
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ates one portal from that of competitive portals. To configure 
the portal-specific experience, portals may create templates 
that define a portal-specific format in which all product/cat 
egory information will be sent to the consumer. This personal 
shopping tool allows the portal's consumers to quickly find 
product/retailer and consumer feedback information as well 
as to conveniently (re)order on one platform without having 
to (re)type in their needs on a multitude of retail, portal and 
manufacturing websites. It also provides the portal's consum 
ers with a system to control their shopping profiles as well as 
a loyalty/benefit card that may be portal branded. 
0169. Further, the portal may adopt the system's consumer 
profiling, ad serving, and effectiveness measurement tool that 
is portal and retailer independent, eliminating an important 
usage barrier for advertisers. The system makes the manage 
ment of personalized ads less complex and more manageable. 
For advertisers, it avoids the need to manage a multitude of 
different, non-standard portal consumer profiling and effec 
tiveness measurement systems, which make prior art methods 
of personalized ad management and measurement processes 
very complicated and inefficient. The system's personalized 
ad-planning tool further allows to plan personal ad campaigns 
based on GRP (Gross Rating Points—an industry accepted 
measure for the # of ad contacts), reach, frequency objectives 
and Cost/1000 rates that are completely transparent to buyers 
and sellers of advertisements. 
0170 In contrast to prior art systems in which portal pay 
mass ad prices for their advertising space, the present sys 
tem's unique portal/retailer independent profiling?effective 
ness measurement capabilities permits portals to charge 
advertisers premium ad rates that are justified by the system's 
unique capabilities to deliver a higher ROI for advertisers, i.e. 
capabilities that make it more cost-efficient to reach specific 
narrow target audiences, to adapt advertisements to the needs/ 
behavior of individual target audiences, and to measure the 
effect of ads on sales, allowing advertisers to focus invest 
ments on high yield ads. The consumer profiling, ad serving 
and effectiveness measurement tool that is portal and retailer 
independent thus permits portals to deploy profitable per 
Sonal interactive news/entertainment services and telco/cable 
companies to recoup their investments in broadband and 3G 
infrastructure with ad sponsored info/news/entertainment 
services. 

0171 As shown in FIG. 4, at least one, and preferably 
many, web portals may be in communication with the central 
web services system. Portals will have to configure the portal 
specific formats in which product/category data and ads from 
the central web services system will be sent to consumers. 
The portals may include their own news and content genera 
tion and delivery functions, or may obtain these services from 
other content-generation and delivery services (not shown). 
The portal may obtain product and category data from the 
central database system's product and category content 
server, customize the data with the portal's own brand (or 
co-brand the data to include the brand of a manufacturer or 
retailer) and provide a user with an integrated, convenient 
shopping experience without requiring the user to leave the 
portal website. Further, based on the profile of the consumer 
stored in the central database system, personal preferences 
input by the user, the portal site may adapt the personalized 
news and entertainment content for the consumer. 

0172 FIG. 5, shows the marketing communication 
between a portal site and a consumer for the purpose of 
initiating a consumer Subscription to the services offered by 
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the portal site. The present invention requires interaction with 
a consumer, so that a profile for the consumer can be estab 
lished. The profile for the consumer is then used for the 
purpose of generating personalized services for the con 
Sumer. FIGS. 6(a), 6(b) show the processes that may occur for 
a typical consumer, e.g., the creation of a Subscription to use 
a particular portal (upon which consumers are provided with 
a benefit card), and the entering and changing of information 
concerning the user's preferences, i.e., Subscriber settings. 
Once the user has activated their services with a portal, the 
central database system may create a unique profile file for 
that consumer, to track the consumer's shopping behaviorand 
preferences across multiple retailer categories, multiple prod 
uct brands, and/or multiple portals. The user may now begin 
receiving portal-branded personal shopping and info/news/ 
entertainment services. FIG. 6(c) shows how the consumer 
profile file that tracks the consumer behavior in the central 
database system is deleted once the consumer decides to 
terminate his Subscription. 
0173 The standardized holistic purchase-behavior spe 

cific profiling system, that tracks a consumer purchase behav 
ior and preferences across multiple retailers categories and 
manufacturers product brands as well as multiple portals is 
updated to provide each consumer with the most relevant, 
personalized advertisements. The system also makes con 
Sumer's shopping sessions more productive and relevant, 
thereby increasing the likelihood that they will purchase a 
product, and improving the convenience of placing repur 
chase and replenishment orders. The portal-branded personal 
shopping tool may also allow consumers to consult peer 
consumer rating and opinions on products and retailers. Addi 
tionally, the present invention provides consumers with a 
convenient portal-branded privacy shopping tool that permits 
them to have control over their profiles, i.e., giving the con 
Sumer the possibility of deleting or changing their personal 
profiles, asking consumers for permission to collect profiles 
and consumer feedback, and rewarding them financially for 
this data with free personalized ad-sponsored info, news, 
music and entertainment services. The extensiveness and 
value of the personalized ad-sponsored info, news, music and 
entertainment services may dependent on the consumerusage 
of the portal-branded shopping tool. The operation of the 
reward system can be compared with that of an activity based 
loyalty point system. To be able to capture consumers in-store 
purchases each consumer is provided with a benefit card that 
provides members with access to special benefits and promo 
tions. The card allows consumers to earn bonus points for free 
portal-branded personalized digital info, news and entertain 
ment, on all their on-line and offline purchases at retailing 
members, and provides cardholders with unique preferential 
access to special promotions of participating retailers and 
manufacturers. 

0174. In a typical on-line shopping session shown in 
FIGS. 7(a)-(e), the consumer logs into the interactive per 
Sonal shopping service of his portal upon which the central 
system is activated. The consumer then makes a request for 
manufacturer product and or retailer category information. 
This information can either be a complete retailer store front, 
or advertising information stored in the portal's retailer spe 
cials and/or product registry. As indicated in appendix I, the 
portal's retailer specials and/or product registry works like 
a directory, allowing manufacturers to describe their products 
to consumers and retailers to describe their weekly special 
offers. The consumer requested information is fetched in the 
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databases of the central system together with advertisements 
that fit the specific profile criteria of the consumer. The system 
then activates a template that defines the portal specific for 
mat in which the information will be forwarded to the con 
Sumer. The system creates an empty delivery page that is 
branded with the name of the portal. The product & category 
server of the present system fills the empty info section on 
the page with the requested information and the ad server fills 
the empty ad slot on the page with the earlier fetched con 
Sumer specific advertisement upon which the delivery page 
is forwarded to the consumer. The process ends with the 
consumer profiler, effectiveness assessor and the systems ad, 
product presentation and category presentation databases 
receiving log file messages specifying the advertisements, the 
product and retailer specials registry information, the product 
presentations, the category presentations as well as the con 
Sumer ID and the exposure date of the information transmit 
ted. 

0.175. The consumer generally will be in communication 
with the present system via a user terminal connected to the 
internet or other distributed network. Each time a user makes 
a selection during the shopping process, the consumer profile 
processor is notified, so that it may update the consumer 
profile database. Further, the effectiveness assessor processor 
receives notification of the product and category information 
retrieved by the consumer and updates the product and cat 
egory presentation databases. The effectiveness assessor pro 
cessor also receives notification of the advertisements to 
which the consumer has been exposed and updates the ad 
message database. 
0176 When a consumer places an on-line order, the 
present system may provide the ability to process the custom 
er's order, including processing payment, providing order 
confirmation to the buyer, and notifying the retailer's order 
fulfilment processing means, as shown in FIGS. 8(a), 8(b), 
8(d). Further, as shown in FIG. 8(c), the consumer profile 
processor may be notified of the purchase and pertinent infor 
mation is processed by the consumer profile process to update 
the consumer's profile database, the advertising and the prod 
uct and category presentation databases. Such pertinent infor 
mation may include the item selected for purchase, the 
retailer, the category, quantity, price, the consumer's identity, 
date of purchase, price, etc. This data may also be transmitted 
to the effectiveness assessor processor. The effectiveness 
assessor process may use it to update the product and category 
presentation database and to generate statistics that are help 
ful to the manufacturer, retailer, and portal operator. The 
present system may also process offline consumer purchase 
data of in-store purchases that were effectuated Scanning the 
system's benefit card at the retailer's cashier system, as shown 
in FIG. 9. In this case, the system's consumer profiler pro 
cesses an in-store purchase log file (specifying the retailer, the 
consumer ID, the purchased items, the quantity purchased, 
the price and the date of purchase, etc.), received electroni 
cally from the retailer, and updates the consumer's profile 
database, the advertising and the product and category pre 
sentation databases as previously described. When a con 
Sumer places an on-line order, that the consumer will pick-up 
in-store, the present system may again provide the ability to 
process the customer's order, including processing payment, 
providing order confirmation to the user, and notifying the 
retailer's order fulfilment processing means. The system may 
also notify the retailer cashier system of the pre-paid order 
placed. This is shown in FIGS. 10(a), 10(b). Further, the 
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consumer profile processor may be notified of the purchase 
and pertinent information is processed by the consumer pro 
file process to update the consumer's profile database, the 
advertising and the product and category presentation data 
bases as previously described. When the consumer goes to the 
store to pick up the pre-paid merchandiseas well as any other 
items that he might decide to buy, he identifies himself with 
his benefit card at the cashier, as shown in FIG. 10(c). The 
merchandise and the benefit card are scanned and cashier 
system accesses the pre-paid order file of the cardholder and 
deducts the pre-paid amount from the bill, upon which the 
balance is paid, as shown in FIG. 10(d). Further, as shown in 
FIG. 10(e), the consumer profile processor may be notified 
electronically by the retailer of the purchase and pertinent 
information is processed by the consumer profile process to 
update the consumer's profile database, the advertising and 
the product and category presentation databases as previously 
described. The present system is applicable to the consumer 
receiving and displaying shopping data using a conventional 
web-browser via an internet connected PC or any type of 
electronic device (mobile phone, Mira displays, cable TV 
set-up box) connected to any type of mobile, distributed or 
local network using any type of transmission protocol. 
0177. In a typical online info/news/entertainment con 
Sumption session, shown in FIGS. 11(a)-(c), the consumer 
logs into the interactive info/news/entertainment service of 
his portal upon which the consumerid number is forwarded to 
the central system. The system is activated, retrieves the ads 
that are relevant for this consumer and this info/news/enter 

tainment session and sends the consumer specific ads to the 
portal content server, that inserts the ads in the appropriate 
portal branded personal info/news/entertainment services ad 
slots. Alternatively, the system may also send the ads directly 
to terminal of the consumer where they are inserted into the 
info/news page as a print ad, into a media player that is used 
for playing audio or video clip tracks as a radio or TV ad 
or any Software application that the consumer is using for 
playing interactive games. The process ends with the system's 
consumer profiler, effectiveness assessor, and ad database 
receiving a log file message specifying the advertisement, as 
well as the consumer ID and the exposure date of the adver 
tisement transmitted. 

0.178 The present system is applicable to the consumer 
receiving and displaying advertisements using a conventional 
web-browser via an internet connected PC or any type of 
electronic device (mobile phone, Mira displays, cable TV 
set-up box) connected to any type of mobile, distributed or 
local network using any type of transmission protocol. 
0179. In a daily consumer Target Audience Categoriza 
tion and Effectiveness Evaluation Benchmarking Run (a 
batch operation), that is illustrated in FIG. 12(a), the central 
system measures the value of each consumer profile param 
eter and benchmarks each consumer against each other, cat 
egorizing them into groups with similar shopping habits/ 
needs. The system reviews the daily product/category 
retrieval, ad exposure and purchase history of each consumer 
with the objective of assigning consumers to specific target 
audiences with common identical shopping/purchase habits/ 
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needs in a way that is retailer and portal independent (e.g. 
prospects, users/non-users, loyal users/shoppers, etc.) so that 
these daily updated target audiences can be used as the basis 
for targeting and customizing advertising messages and prod 
uct/category information. In the same operation, the central 
system may process the database log data files, to generate 
updated consumer feedback on manufacturer and retailer 
product/category presentations and personalized ad cam 
paigns retailers that allows to benchmark the different prod 
uct/category presentations and personalized ad messages 
against each other, allowing the evaluation of the effective 
ness of marketing programs, assortments and products. 
0180 Specific details and algorithms which, by way of 
example, demonstrate how the effectiveness assessor proces 
Sor may operate are included in attached Appendix II, which 
is hereby incorporated by reference. 
0181. The system may also periodically create consumer 
attitude assessment data on manufacturer brands, and retail 
ers’ portals interactive services, as shown in FIG. 12b. The 
system may send electronic evaluation questionnaires to an 
attitude panel of representative consumers. The consumers of 
this panel fill in the questionnaires and return them electroni 
cally. The attitudes on the products, retailers and interactive 
services are processed. 
0182. As illustrated by FIG. 12(c), all the market intelli 
gence about products, retailers and advertisements can be 
accessed on-line on via a web services extranet, to which 
marketing and category managers of the member companies 
have access with their password. 

EXAMPLE 1. 

0183. The Positive Impact of the Effectiveness Measure 
ment Capability on ROI 
0.184 Previously, manufacturers and retailers who spent 
money on advertisements could only gauge the effectiveness 
of their advertising expenses by comparing their gross Sales to 
periods before, during, and/or after the advertising campaign 
was initiated. Using the present system, the effectiveness 
assessor process can provide retailers and manufacturers with 
real-time analysis of the value of the advertising expenses. In 
today's mass media world it is extremely difficult and 
expensive to measure the impact of advertising on actual 
consumer sales. The most accurate measuring method, is 
through a consumer panel test, where consumers’ TV pro 
grams are interrupted by special split cable test advertising 
blocks and where consumers’ purchases are monitored 
through the scanners of the consumer's Supermarkets. The 
technique requires months of preparation and is very expen 
sive. The method is, therefore, used in a minority of cases 
(less then 1% of all acts aired). More frequently, less sophis 
ticated and expensive research techniques are used. These 
testing methods are less reliable, as they cannot measure the 
impact of advertising on actual consumer sales. In practice, 
many advertisers will base their airing decision on the 
qualitative input of a couple of focus group consumers. 
Without a proper testing method that measures the impact of 
the advertisement on consumer sales, it is extremely difficult 
to distinguish the ads that sell from the ads that do not sell. 
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The present system can help improve advertising ROI in a 
major way: advertising impact on sales can be measured 
almost instantly and for free. This has major consequences for 
advertisers, because they can easily distinguish the ads that 
sell from the ads that do not sell and can make sure that they 
put their money into the ads that have a proven pedigree, 
thereby significantly boosting the return on their invested 
advertising dollar. The invention is further illustrated, but not 
limited, by way of the following examples. 
0185 Advertiser A develops three spot alternatives (a1, 
a2, a3), each with a random effectiveness (5%, 15% and 1%) 
that is difficult to predict and unknown before testing. To find 
out which spot is the best the advertiser uses Iawai.net and 
selects the spot with the highest impact on sales. He finds out 
that this is spot a2 with a 15% share growth impact on sales. 
Without the present invention, the advertiser would not have 
been able to identify the best selling spot. He would have 
selected spot (a), believing that it would deliver a random 
10% share growth impact. The measurement capabilities of 
the present system show 5 ppts. additional share growth, 
which can be translated into a 50% additional ROI. 

0186 Advertiser B develops three spot alternatives (b1, 
b2, b3, b4, b5), each with a random effectiveness (5%, 10%, 
20%, 15% and 15%) that is difficult to predict and unknown 
before testing. To find out which spot is the best the advertiser 
uses data generated by the effectiveness assessor feature of 
the present system and selects the spot with the highest impact 
on sales. He finds out that this is spot b3 with a 20% share 
growth impact on sales. Without the effectiveness assessor 
processor, the advertiser would not have been able to identify 
the best selling spot. He would have selected spot (b), that 
would have delivered a random 11% share growth impact. 
The measurement capabilities of effectiveness assessor gen 
erator, in this case, deliver 9 ppts. additional share growth, 
which can be translated into a 82% additional ROI. 

0187. The share increases of the different campaigns. A 
and B are weighted with the media weight, that is put behind 
the campaigns and then added. The result is the Performance 
Index for both the advertising made in accordance with the 
present invention and mass advertising and an ROI effec 
tiveness factor of 1.70, i.e., advertising according to the 
present invention that is providing a 70% higher ROI than 
mass advertising. 
0188 The effectiveness assessor processor makes it pos 
sible for advertisers to filter out ineffective ads and to focus 
advertising investments exclusively on high yield ads, as 
illustrated in FIG. 13. 

EXAMPLE 2 

The positive Advertising ROI Impact of Customiza 
tion of Advertising Messages to Narrow Consumer 
Groups Defined by their Shopping Behavior/Needs 

(0189 In FIG. 14 it is illustrated how Iawai.net Personal 
ized advertising consisting of 4 more relevant personalized 
ads (easy usage, try us!, brand x is . . . . we're new) 
targeted at 4 different target groups (brand users, interested 
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non-users, non-aware un-impressed) could improve the 
advertising ROI for advertisers versus mass advertising, 
consisting of one genericad (we’re it), that is a less relevant 
compromise message, that treats all consumers as being 
equal. 

Example 3 

The Positive Impact of the Shopper Specific Differ 
entiated In-Store Traffic Generation Capability on 

ROI for Retailers 

0190. The system's capability to sent different ad mes 
sages to different target audiences is also the basis for the 
system's in-store traffic generator application Software 
functionality that drives the inefficiency out of current offline 
store traffic generation programs that advertise weekly price 
features equally strong to price sensitive Switchers as to 
loyal consumers that buy at the retailer independent of the 
weekly price features. The in-store traffic generator 
allows to aggressively drive the on-line awareness of weekly 
specials among price sensitive occasional consumers and to 
simultaneously improve profit margins by keeping the com 
munication of the weekly specials low among loyal con 
Sumers that buy products independently of whether they are 
on feature’. The in-store traffic generator allows price sen 
sitive occasional shoppers to buy these weekly specials 
on-line at special discounted prices and to pick them up 
in-store while pricing all in-store items at their normal shelf 
prices. With the in-store traffic generator the retailer benefits 
by discounting only to those consumers that are sensitive to 
discounting instead of discounting to everybody. 
0191 The overall in-store traffic generator process 
works as follows: 

(0192 1) The retailers places the Weekly Specials’ in the 
Retailer Specials Registry. 
0193 2) The retailer places special weekly specials 
announcement advertising on the interactive personal shop 
ping and news/entertainment services of price sensitive 
occasional shoppers only. 
0194 3) The price sensitive occasional shoppers goes to 
the Retailer Specials Registry, buys the Specials at a dis 
counted price and pre-pays by credit card. 
(0195 4) The pre-paid order of the Specials is forwarded 
to the Retailer Order Information System and a copy of the 
pre-paid order file is forwarded to the cashier system of the 
retailer. 

0.196 5) The consumer goes to the store to pick up the 
pre-paid merchandiseas well as any other items that he might 
decide to buy now that he is in-store anyway. 
0.197 6) The consumer goes to the cashier and identifies 
himself with his iawai.net benefit/ID-card, the cashier scans 
the merchandise and the benefit/id-card and cashier system 
accesses the pre-paid order file of the iawai.net card holder 
and deducts the pre-paid amount from the bill, upon which the 
consumer pays the balance and takes his merchandise home. 
0198 The below tables illustrate the Store Traffic Gen 
eration/Featuring Cost/ROI gains, that retailers can realize 
through Iawai.net's personalized store traffic generation 
process. 
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Communication of this week Specials 

Via MassMedia Print 
Via Iawai.net 

Retailer Specials 

Oil Oil 

Total price Price Total price Price 
(loyals + sensitive sensitive (loyals + sensitive sensitive 
Switchers) loyals switchers Switchers) loyals switchers 

Customer Base: 100% 2/3 / 100% 2/3 / 
Sales. Customer: 

incremental S33 S100 S33 S100 
yearly sales* (+0.6%) (+2%) (+0.6%) (+2%) 
incremental 6% S2 S6 S2 S6 
operation margin 
Cost Customer: 

communication O.05** O.05** O.05** 0.01 * * * 0.03** 
margin S1.80 S1.80 S1.80 SO.60 S1.80 
loss ::::::::: 

(S price discount 
on feature 
items) 

Total Cost S1.85 S1.85 S1.85 S0.61 
Return Customer SO.15 S1.39 
(index) (100) (926) 
ROI 8.3% 229% 

*anyearly additional shopping worth $100 (1 week); 
**Print CM (target audience: all HH); 
***Iawai.net retailer specials’ CM: 
****assumption: 1.8% margin loss on featured items 

0199. In the below example Iawai.net increases the return 
for a electronics retailer 2.5 times 

Communication of this week Specials 

Via Mass Media Print Via Iawai.net Retailer Specials 

Oil Oil 

Total price Price Total price Price 
(loyals + sensitive sensitive (loyals + sensitive sensitive 
switchers) loyals' switchers Switchers) loyals switchers 

Customer Base: 100% 20% 80% 100% 20% 80% 
Sales. Customer: 

incremental S400 S500 S400 S500 
yearly sales* (+6%) (+7%) (+6%) (+7%) 
incremental 6% S24 S30 S24 S30 
operation margin 
Cost Customer: 

communication O.05** 0.05** 0.05** 0.02* * * 0.03** 
margin S2O S2O S2O S16 2O 
loss ::::::::: 

(S price discount 
on feature 
items) 

Total Cost S20.05 S20.05 S2005 S16.02 
Return Customer S4 S8 
(index) (100) (200) 
ROI 20% 50% 

*anyearly additional shopping worth $500; 
**Print CM (target audience: all HH); 
***Iawai.net retailer specials’ CM: 
****assumption: 4% margin loss on featured items 
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1.-24. (canceled) 
25. A process for improving communication effectiveness 

between manufacturers, retailers and individual consumers 
and making information exchange easier, comprising: 

collecting data indicating shopping and purchase behavior 

product presentation and retailer category presentation 
databases, wherein changes to product presentation data 
stored in the product presentation database are automati 
cally reflected on one or more online retail storefronts; 

storing, by a plurality of the manufacturers or by one or 
history for a plurality of individual consumers, wherein 
said collecting of data indicating shopping behavior his 
tory is performed by parsing, using a programmed com 
puter processor, log files indicating information each 
consumer retrieves on-line with respect to products fea 
tured in a product presentation database and with respect 
to retailer categories featured in a retailer category pre 
sentation database coupled to a central web-services 
database system, and said collecting of data indicating 
purchase behavior history is performed by using benefit 
cards to capture on-line and in-store sales made to the 
consumers by a plurality of retailers of the products 
featured in the product presentation database and the 
retailer category presentation database, wherein each of 
the plurality of individual consumers is provided with a 
benefit card that uniquely identifies an individual con 
Sumer and provides the individual consumer with an 
opportunity to earn points based on purchases made by 
the individual consumer of the products, said products 
being manufactured by a plurality of manufacturers and 
sold by the plurality of retailers at least some of which 
are independent of the manufacturers; 

providing the individual consumers with access to 
ad-sponsored content that includes at least one from the 
group consisting of news, music, games, entertainment 
or shopping content, and wherein the ad-sponsored con 
tent is provided to each individual consumer in exchange 
for at least one of redemption of points earned by the 
consumer using the benefit card and access to the col 
lected data indicating shopping behavior history with 
respect to the products featured in the product presenta 
tion database and with respect to retailer categories fea 
tured in the retailer category presentation database, the 
collected data indicating purchase behavior history cap 
tured using the benefit cards of on-line and in-store sales 
made by the plurality of retailers of the products featured 
in the product presentation database and the retailer 
category presentation database, and advertisement 
exposure history of the consumer; 

collecting data indicating advertisement exposure history 
for each of the individual consumers by logging adver 
tisements served to the consumer along with ad-spon 
Sored content; 

generating, using a programmed computer processor, a 
consumer profile for each of the individual consumers 
from the collected data indicating shopping behavior 
history with respect to the products featured in the prod 
uct presentation database and with respect to the retailer 
categories featured in the retailer category presentation 
database, the collected data indicating purchase behav 
ior history captured using the benefit cards of on-line 
and sales made by the plurality of retailers of the prod 
ucts featured in the product presentation database and 
the retailer category presentation database, and data 
indicating advertisement exposure history collected for 
the consumer; 

more of the retailers in the case of retailer branded pri 
vate label products, product presentation data in the 
product presentation database; 

providing the retailer category presentation database, 
coupled to the central web-services database system, 
that stores product category presentation data for the 
retailer categories featured in the retailer category pre 
sentation database, wherein at least one of the retailer 
categories featured in the retailer category presentation 
database includes references to product presentation 
data stored by a plurality of the manufacturers in the 
product presentation database, and wherein changes to 
the product category presentation data stored in the cat 
egory presentation database are automatically reflected 
on one or more of the online retail storefronts: 

storing, by the one or more retailers, product category 
presentation data in the retailer category presentation 
database; 

creating, by at least one retailer, using a programmed com 
puter processor, an online retail storefront using infor 
mation in the product presentation database and the cat 
egory presentation database and consumer profiles of 
consumers visiting the online retail storefront; 

providing the individual consumers with access to one or 
more online retailer storefronts: 

serving one or more of the online retail storefronts to con 
Sumers based on the consumer profiles of the consumers, 
wherein the consumer profiles used for serving the 
online retail storefronts were generated from the col 
lected data indicating shopping behavior history with 
respect to the products featured in the product presenta 
tion database and with respect to the retailer categories 
featured in the retailer category presentation database, 
the collected data indicating purchase behavior history 
captured using the benefit cards of on-line and in-store 
sales made by the plurality of retailers of the products 
featured in the product presentation database and the 
retailer category presentation database, and data indicat 
ing advertisement exposure history collected for the 
consumers; 

monitoring independently of the serving of the online retail 
storefronts with respect to at least one product, manu 
facturer, retailer category or retailer the shopping and 
online and in-store purchase behavior of consumers with 
a common consumer profile to whom a benefit card has 
been provided; and wherein said shopping behavior of 
the consumers is monitored by parsing, using a pro 
grammed computer processor, the log files indicating 
information each consumer retrieves on-line corre 
sponding to products featured in the product presenta 
tion database and retailer categories featured in the 
retailer category presentation database coupled to the 
central web-services database system, and wherein the 
on-line and in-store purchase behavior of the consumers 
is monitored by using the benefit cards to capture on-line 
and in-store sales made to the consumers by a plurality 
of retailers; 

calculating, using a programmed computer processor, for 
at least one product, manufacturer, retailer category or 

providing the product presentation database, coupled to the 
central web-services database system, that stores prod 
uct presentation data for the products featured in the 
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retailer one or more overall effectiveness indicators 
based on the monitored shopping and purchase behavior 
of consumers with a common consumer profile; 

benchmarking one or more overall effectiveness indicators 
for at least one product, manufacturer, retailer category 
or retailers against overall effectiveness indicators of 
other products, manufacturers, retailer categories and 
retailers; and 

providing the one or more overall effectiveness indicators 
and the benchmarking information to a manufacturer or 
a retailer in order to assist the manufacturer or retailer in 
evaluating its market performance. 

26. A process for assessing the presentation of a product 
featured in a portal branded product registry of at least one of 
a plurality of portals and for increasing effectiveness thereof, 
comprising: 

collecting data indicating shopping and purchase behavior 
history for a plurality of individual consumers, wherein 
said collecting of data indicating shopping behavior his 
tory is performed by parsing, using a programmed com 
puter processor, log files indicating information each 
consumer retrieves on-line with respect to products fea 
tured in a product presentation database and with respect 
to retailer categories featured in a retailer category pre 
sentation database coupled to a central web-services 
database system, and said collecting of data indica pur 
chase behavior history is performed by using benefit 
cards to capture on-line and in-store sales made to the 
consumers by a plurality of retailers of the products 
featured in the product presentation database and the 
retailer category presentation database, wherein each of 
the plurality of individual consumers is provided with a 
benefit card that uniquely identifies an individual con 
Sumer and provides the individual consumer with an 
opportunity to earn points based on purchases made by 
the individual consumer of the products, said products 
being manufactured by a plurality of manufacturers and 
sold by the plurality of retailers at least some of which 
are independent of the manufacturers; 

providing the individual consumers with access to 
ad-sponsored content that includes at least one from the 
group consisting of news, music, games, entertainment 
or shopping content, and wherein the ad-sponsored con 
tent is provided to each individual consumer in exchange 
for at least one of redemption of points earned by the 
consumer using the benefit card and access to the col 
lected data indicating shopping behavior history with 
respect to the products featured in the product presenta 
tion database and with respect to retailer categories fea 
tured in the retailer category presentation database, the 
collected data indicating purchase behavior history cap 
tured using the benefit cards of on-line and in-store sales 
made by the plurality of retailers of the products featured 
in the product presentation database and the retailer 
category presentation database, and advertisement 
exposure history of the consumer; 

collecting data indicating product presentation exposure 
history for each of the individual consumers by logging 
product presentations served to the consumer; 

generating, using a programmed computer processor, a 
consumer profile for each of the individual consumers 
from the collected data indicating shopping behavior 
history with respect to the products featured in the prod 
uct presentation database and with respect to the retailer 
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categories featured in the retailer category presentation 
database, the collected data indicating purchase behav 
ior history captured using the benefit cards of on-line 
and in-store sales made by the plurality of retailers of the 
products featured in the product presentation database 
and the retailer category presentation database, and data 
indicating product presentation exposure history col 
lected for the consumer; 

providing the product presentation database, coupled to a 
central web-services database system, that stores prod 
uct presentation data for products featured in the product 
presentation database and the retailer category presen 
tation database of the central web-services database sys 
tem, that stores product category presentation data for 
retailer categories featured in the retailer category pre 
sentation database; wherein changes to product presen 
tation data stored in the product presentation database 
are automatically reflected on one or more portal 
branded registries and wherein the product presentation 
data is scheduled to be delivered to at least some mem 
bers of a target audience of individual consumers with a 
common consumer profile visiting the portal branded 
product registry associated with one of the plurality of 
portals; 

storing product presentation data in the product presenta 
tion database; wherein each of the product presentations 
stored in the product presentation database is scheduled 
to be delivered to a first portion of a target audience of 
individual consumers with a common consumer profile 
while visitingaportal-branded product registry of one of 
a plurality of portals; 

creating, for each of the plurality of portals, using a pro 
grammed computer processor, a portal-branded registry 
using information featured in the product presentation 
database and the retailer category presentation database 
and consumer profiles of consumers requesting the por 
tal-branded registry, said portal-branded registry 
Selected from the group consisting of a product registry 
or a retailer special offer registry; 

providing the individual consumers with access to an ad 
sponsored shopping service, that includes at least one 
from the group consisting of a portal-branded product 
registry, a portal-branded retailer special offer registry 
featuring retailer product category promotions or 
retailer special offers, that can be purchased online and 
picked up in-store, and an online storefront registry; 

selecting, by a product and category presentation server 
system coupled to the product presentation and the 
retailer category presentation database of the central 
web-services database system, a product presentation of 
a product referenced in the portal-branded product reg 
istry of one of the plurality of portals based on the 
consumer profile of a consumer requesting information 
from the portal-branded product registry; 

serving the selected product presentation in a portal-spe 
cific presentation format along with other portal 
branded product registry information to consumers 
belonging to the first portion of the target audience; 
wherein the target audience is identified by selecting 
individual consumers having consumer profiles that 
match the target audience definition of the selected prod 
uct presentation, wherein the consumer profiles used for 
identifying the individual consumers in the target audi 
ence were generated from the collected data indicating 
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shopping behavior history with respect to the products 
featured in the product presentation database and with 
respect to the retailer categories featured in the retailer 
category presentation database, the collected data indi 
cating purchase behavior history captured using the ben 
efit cards of on-line and in-store sales made by the plu 
rality of retailers of the products featured in the product 
presentation database and the retailer category presen 
tation database, and data indicating product presentation 
exposure history collected for the consumers; 

monitoring, with respect to at least one product or retailer 
associated with the selected product presentation, the 
shopping and purchase behavior of consumers from the 
first portion of the target audience that have been 
exposed to the selected product presentation, and the 
shopping and purchase behavior of consumers from a 
second portion of the target audience that have not been 
exposed to the selected product presentation; 

calculating, using a programmed computer processor, one 
or more effectiveness indicators of the selected product 
presentation based on at least the monitored shopping 
and purchase behavior of the consumers from the first 
portion of the target audience that have been exposed to 
the selected product presentation with respect to the at 
least one product or retailer associated with the selected 
product presentation, and the shopping and purchase 
behavior of consumers from the second portion of the 
target audience that have not been exposed to the 
selected product presentation; and 

providing the one or more effectiveness indicators of/be 
Selected product presentation (i) to a manufacturer in 
order to assistina decision by the manufacturer to invest 
in the selected product presentation or to withdraw the 
Selected product presentation, or (ii) to a retailer, in the 
case of retailer branded private label products, in order to 
assistina decision by the retailer to invest in the selected 
product presentation or to withdraw the selected product 
presentation. 

27. The process of claim 26, further comprising: 
generating benchmarking information by benchmarking 

the one or more effectiveness indicators of the selected 
product presentation against one or more effectiveness 
indicators of other product presentations; and 

providing the one or more effectiveness indicators of the 
Selected product presentation and the benchmarking 
information (i) to the manufacturer in order to assistina 
decision by the manufacturer to invest in the selected 
product presentation or to withdraw the selected product 
presentation, or (ii) to the retailer in the case of retailer 
branded private label products in order to assist in a 
decision by the retailer to invest in the selected product 
presentation or to withdraw the selected product presen 
tation. 

28. The process of claim 27, further comprising: providing 
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said collecting of data indicating shopping behavior his 
tory is performed by parsing, using a programmed com 
puter processor, log files indicating information each 
consumer retrieves on-line with respect to services fea 
tured in a product presentation database and with respect 
to service categories featured in a retailer category pre 
sentation database coupled to a central web-services 
database system, and said collecting of data indicating 
purchase behavior history is performed by using benefit 
cards to capture sales made to the consumers by a plu 
rality of service providers of the services featured in the 
product presentation database and the retailer category 
presentation database, wherein each of the plurality of 
individual consumers is provided with a benefit card that 
uniquely identifies an individual consumer and provides 
the individual consumer with an opportunity to earn 
points based on purchases made by the individual con 
Sumer of the services, said services being sold by a 
plurality of service providers; 

providing the individual consumers with access to 
ad-sponsored content that includes at least one from the 
group consisting of news, music, games, entertainment 
or shopping content, and wherein the ad-sponsored con 
tent is provided to each individual consumer in exchange 
for at least one of redemption of points earned by the 
consumer using the benefit card and access to the col 
lected data indicating shopping behavior history with 
respect to the services featured in the product presenta 
tion database and with respect to service categories fea 
tured in the retailer category presentation database, the 
collected data indicating purchase behavior history cap 
tured using the benefit cards of sales made by the plu 
rality of service providers of the services featured in the 
product presentation database and the retailer category 
presentation database, and advertisement exposure his 
tory of the consumer, 

collecting data indicating product presentation exposure 
history for each of the individual consumers by logging 
product presentations served to the consumer; 

generating, using a programmed computer processor, a 
consumer profile for each of the individual consumers 
from the collected data indicating shopping behavior 
history with respect to the services featured in the prod 
uct presentation database and with respect to the service 
categories featured in the retailer category presentation 
database, the collected data indicating purchase behav 
ior history captured using the benefit cards of sales made 
by the plurality of service providers of the services fea 
tured in the product presentation database and the 
retailer category presentation database, and data indicat 
ing product presentation exposure history collected for 
the consumer; 

providing the product presentation database, coupled to a 
central web-services database system, that stores prod 
uct presentation data for services featured in the product 
presentation database and the retailer category presen 
tation database of the central web-services database sys 
tem; wherein changes to product presentation data 
stored in the product presentation database are automati 
cally reflected on one or more portal-branded registries 
and wherein the product presentation data is scheduled 
to be delivered to at least some members of a target 
audience of individual consumers with a common con 

each individual consumer with a capacity to change personal 
data and delete data indicating shopping and purchase behav 
ior history of the consumer and data indicating advertisement 
exposure history collected for the consumer. 

29. A process for assessing the presentation of a service 
featured in a portal branded product registry of at least one of 
a plurality of portals and for increasing effectiveness thereof, 
comprising: 

collecting data indicating shopping and purchase behavior 
history for a plurality of individual consumers, wherein 
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Sumer profile visiting the portal-branded product regis 
try associated with one of the plurality of portals; 

storing product presentation data in the product presenta 
tion database; wherein each of the product presentations 
stored in the product presentation database is scheduled 
to be delivered to a first portion of a target audience of 
individual consumers with a common consumer profile 
while visitingaportal-branded product registry of one of 
a plurality of portals; 

creating, for each of the plurality of portals, using a pro 
grammed computer processor, a portal-branded registry 
using information featured in the product presentation 
database and the retailer category presentation database 
and consumer profiles of consumers requesting the por 
tal-branded registry, said portal-branded registry 
Selected from the group consisting of a product registry 
or a special offer registry; 

providing the individual consumers with access to an ad 
sponsored shopping service, that includes at least one 
from the group consisting of a portal-branded product 
registry, a portal-branded special offer registry featuring 
product category promotions or special offers, and an 
online storefront registry; 

Selecting, by a product and category presentation server 
system coupled to the product presentation and the 
retailer category presentation database of the central 
web-services database system, a product presentation of 
a service referenced in the portal-branded product reg 
istry of one of the plurality of portals based on the 
consumer profile of a consumer requesting information 
from the portal-branded product registry; 

serving the selected product presentation in a portal-spe 
cific presentation format along with other portal 
branded product registry information to consumers 
belonging to the first portion of the target audience; 
wherein the target audience is identified by selecting 
individual consumers having consumer profiles that 
match the target audience definition of the selected prod 
uct presentation, wherein the consumer profiles used for 
identifying the individual consumers in the target audi 
ence were generated from the collected data indicating 
shopping behavior history with respect to the services 
featured in the product presentation database and with 
respect to the service categories featured in the retailer 
category presentation database, the collected data indi 
cating purchase behavior history captured using the ben 
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efit cards of sales made by the plurality of service pro 
viders of the services featured in the product 
presentation database and the retailer category presen 
tation database, and data indicating product presentation 
exposure history collected for the consumers; 

monitoring, with respect to at least one service or service 
provider associated with the selected product presenta 
tion the shopping and, purchase behavior of consumers 
from the first portion of the target audience that have 
been exposed to the selected product presentation, and 
the shopping and purchase behavior of consumers from 
a second portion of the target audience that have not been 
exposed to the selected product presentation; 

calculating, using a programmed computer processor, one 
or more effectiveness indicators of the selected product 
presentation based on at least the monitored shopping 
and purchase behavior of the consumers from the first 
portion of the target audience that have been exposed to 
the selected product presentation tih respect to the at 
east one service or service provider associated with the 
Selected product presentation, and the shopping and pur 
chase behavior of consumers from he second portion of 
the target audience that have not been exposed to the 
Selected product presentation; and 

providing the one or more effectiveness indicators of the 
Selected product presentation to a service provider in 
order to assist in a decision by the service provider to 
invest in the selected product presentation or to with 
draw the selected product presentation. 

30. The process of claim 29, further comprising: 
generating benchmarking information by benchmarking 

the one or more effectiveness indicators of the selected 
product presentation against one or more effectiveness 
indicators of other product presentations; 

providing the one or more effectiveness indicators of the 
Selected product presentation and the benchmarking 
information to the service provider in order to assist in a 
decision by the service provider to invest in the selected 
product presentation or to withdraw the selected product 
presentation. 

31. The process of claim 30, further comprising: providing 
each individual consumer with a capacity to change personal 
data and delete data indicating shopping and purchase behav 
ior history of the consumer and data indicating advertisement 
exposure history collected for the consumer. 
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